RESOURCES GROUP NOTE OF 8.04.15 MEETING

	Some points from previous meetings have been retained for info and/or future possible action
	One or two points subsequent to the meeting may be included
	See also notes of previous meeting for more on some of the points below


Present:  Judy, Rosie, Paul, Martyn, Dave     Apols: Mies, Marta

Next Resources Group meeting :   Weds April 29 at St Martins, 232 Dalry Road, 7pm

Summer mailout: Thurs 28 May, starting 6.30.  Note evening meeting instead of Saturday.


A .  STALLS - Anyone who can help at any of these stalls please contact Martyn or the person shown.
Stalls...
	Mar 26 – Public mtg [see below]
	April 18 - Farmers Market.   Stalls booked 18/4, 23/5, 25/7, 22/8, 24/10 [cancelled 27/6 to go to canal festival instead, as it is usually massive and lots of relevant people]
	April 25 – PoP – Martyn has booked usual stall.   Note: this is also an opportunity as usual to hand out Spokes 121 if we still have plenty copies left – need a couple of people to walk along the queue [Alan Russell usually very keen!] 
	May 26 – WCCC conference – Stall was booked by Dave in Martyn's name. Dave will be attending as a delegate, and our stall booking allows for one other person.  Martyn will be away on May 26 but will try to find someone else to organise stall [they can also attend the conference sessions].  Judy offered as a fallback.
	June 6&7 - Meadows Festival - ￡45 for 2 days, Martyn has booked but will be away then.  We felt there should only be spokes stall on one day (whichever is most convenient) - Martyn has offered the other day to Sustrans but no reply yet.  Also needing a main organiser for our day.
	June 27 Canal Festival – first time we have had a stall here
	Sep 19-20 CycleFest – at Corn Exchange.  First year attempt by commercial body to organise a big cycle show, to be widely advertised to the public.  Cost ￡45 per sq metre! [smallest is 2 sq m?]. Dave will send info to Martyn.   Seems worth trying for one day or possibly suggest share with Sustrans for 2 days.  Martyn to look into it and book if seems appropriate.  Also to ask if they have a reduced rate for voluntary orgs.

Volunteers...
	Martyn had emailed usual volunteers, but response not good enough for all the above.  Dave has supplied current list of people ticking stalls on m'ship form
	Suspicion that some people are scared, not knowing what to do.  Martyn & Rosie  will produce a briefing sheet for volunteers, stating they will always be on with someone experienced, and including answers to common questions raised at stalls.

Materials...
	Tenements brochure reprint arrived.   Dave to produce and print an insert with update information.
	Martyn has prepared mini-factsheets for stalls, on topics such as bike-ride organisations.  Martyn to send to Dave or Rosie if wanted printed [Dave black on coloured paper; Rosie colour ink on white].


B. SPOKES OFFICE

	Work nearly complete thanks to several volunteers – Judy & Goff, John Wilkinson, Martyn, Bob Allen, Tim Smith, Laurence Smythe, Rosanna Rabaeijs, Alec Mann.  Everyone impressed with the work that has been done; thanks to all the volunteers!  Damp in built-in cupboard area still awaiting action by the Centre management.
	Room-warming – provisionally 6-7pm on Weds 29 before Resources Group, for the volunteers and Resources Group members.  Judy to decide if date is suitable for the room warming.


C.  SPOKES MAPS

	New Glasgow edition delayed to Spring 2015 instead of late 2014.  Likely to be on tearproof paper, but at increased cost.  Electronic version already downloadable for smartphones.
	Midlothian new edition back from printer April 10.  Dave will do website article to publicise.
	New Edinburgh edition similar, hope for Spring 2015.  Tight timeline as will be on new base map (XYZ).  Probably we pass them the cycling info to add to the base.  Possible funding options from Council SCSP cash [Ian discussing with Reggie from Council].


D.  MOTORIST AWARENESS CAMPAIGN – DRIVERS' CYCLE AWARENESS VIDEO

	Bryce has set up a Spokes site on YouTube and loaded the video onto it �also the one he took of PoP this year and the earlier one of St Andrews House budget demo.   The link is https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMXOa8J6lSRh7aYiZ1vN4Wg.  It is easy for us to log in and edit the wording on the site.
	A minor wording change had been needed to the video itself, but will await loading this onto youtube until we are certain it is absolute final, i.e. when bullet points below are completed, as it is not possible to reload a video with the same link as the previous one.
	Martyn & Mies have drawn up a draft A4 sheet to accompany the video.
	We will also produce a professional-looking promotional flyer [probably A4 folded to A5] explaining the purpose of the video & notes, and giving the link to them [they will be on Spokes website].  This will be (at least initially) our main means of getting the video around.  The flyer will go in a spokes mailout to all orgs and members [approx 3000].  We will also (then or later) send it to other relevant orgs on the list drawn up last year – e.g. all driving schools + keep some for stalls, etc.  So total order 4000/5000.   No need to make CDs as the web link will be given on flyer.
	New.  Plan had been for Tim to do the above on paid basis, working mainly with Mies/Martyn on content, and a draft to all Resources Group, with Fyfe & Bryce money paying for printing and time.  Unfortunately Tim now unable to do it, due to work pressure and insufficient clarity over content.  Some discussion over whether the leaflet needed and whether the notes should be included in it.

[After meeting - Dave spoke to Mies]  Mies feels the leaflet very important and should be both promotional and to accompany the video.  Dave to ask Ian and others re possible alternative designer.  Mies to look again at the content given to designer to ensure sufficiently clear/complete.
	Publicity on Spokes website and in press will await all the above materials being available. 
	We discovered the website  https://www.driving-instructor.tv/  thanks to this article...  http://www.theguardian.com/environment/bike-blog/2014/nov/11/the-film-teaching-driving-instructors-to-understand-cyclists.   Could try to get links to our materials on that site.
	Would also be good to find an opportunity to try out the video with a group of learners and get feedback – missed this year's Edinburgh and West Lothian sixth form pre-driver sessions.


E.  SPRING PUBLIC MEETING – CITY CENTRE & BIKES

	Spring meeting very successful; 120 people.  The membership table experiment had worked well with 5 new households and 4 renewing.  Unsure if separate membership table worthwhile for smaller meetings [e.g. likely less at June bike/rail meeting?]    Meeting report is on website.


F. EdFoC + BIKE WEEK, June 11-21

	Summer public mtg on bike/rail with new ScotRail Franchise holders Abellio, speaker John Dietz
	At Augustine on Mon 15 June  in Bike/EdFoC week.  Is in EdFoC programme.
	Mies also contacting Transform Scotland, Borders Rail campaign and SESTRAN to offer 10 minute slots after Abellio talk; then 1-hour panel discussion.
	Probably hold AGM immediately before the above (see H below)



	Bike Breakfast confirmed by Mies for Weds 17 and registered with EdFoC.
	Martyn to contact stallholders.
	Volunteer will again be desirable to coordinate rides from local areas to the breakfast – advertised by Dave in member circular, but no volunteers yet.



G. SPOKES STATUS

	Discussion of whether Spokes should become a limited company or a SCIO, both of which would deal with the legal liability problem but both have admin consequences, including paperwork and finding/ working with trustees/directors.

Limited Company - http://www.scvo.org.uk/setting-up-a-charity/decide-on-a-structure/company-limited-by-guarantee/
SCIO - http://www.scvo.org.uk/setting-up-a-charity/decide-on-a-structure/scottish-charitable-incorporated-organisation/
	Will hold lunchtime meeting for those most knowledgeable about the issues – Paul, Ian, Sandy (and any other Resources Group members interested).  Dave to organise the meeting.



H. AGM/CONSTITUTION

	Provisionally decided to hold business mtg/ AGM on day of June public meeting, probably 6.10-6.40 [Mies has booked the building for 6pm, it cannot be booked earlier].
	AGM proposed agenda...

	Group reports (2-3 mins each) – Resources, Planning, Maps, Rides [due to limited time we could alternatively consider having these available on paper and a 5 min slot for any qns]
	Treasurer report (3 mins)
	Approval of treasurer
	Constitution (5 mins) – new draft constitution available to all members in advance (Dave)
	Spokes status (5 mins) – report on discussions (Paul?)
	AOB (5 mins)
	Note – if any item proves controversial and needs extended discussion another meeting will have to be arranged as we have to finish before 6.45 for the public meeting.

	Draft revised constitution had been drawn up within Resources Group in 2011 and further amended last year, to reflect the current mode of operation of Spokes.
	We may also have a pub evening or other semi-social event at some point.  Euan's lunchtime mtg at Engine Shed had worked well earlier this year.



I. ONLINE JOINING AND RENEWAL

	Clair, computing adviser at Ed Uni, looking into options, including full membership software (e.g. Wild Apricot) or a simpler system which would allow online data entry for subsequent auto or manual entry into existing Access software.
	For 2015 annual renewal in Feb, kept existing system but also offered renewal via email to membership@spokes.org.uk for members with no changes to their data.  Clair says is working well - 120 individuals renewed so far by email (~80 households?)   Total fully renewed membership is currently around 590 compared to roughly 520 at same point last year.




J. SUPERMARKETS PROJECT

	Katherine coordinating project.
	Publicity via website, member email, twitter, CCE forum, public meeting, etc – 130 responses
	Outcomes could include .. (1)  report with recommendations for supermarkets of various types.  (2) encouraging local members to use the report to lobby their local supermarket.  (3) approaching supermarkets area management to arrange meetings and hope persuade one or two to do an area-wide bike parking upgrade, ideally as a well-publicised exemplary project.
	Katherine has had quick initial look at the data – wide variation in results.  Also, as expected, overlaps with several people reporting on same store.  Marta interested in helping.  Also potential volunteers on some entries.
	Katherine planning evening meeting for those interested to discuss next steps.
	We are now paying a monthly survey monkey sub in order to get further facilities – notably to allow more than 100 responses, allow full data download and provide analysis and presentation tools.   Paul points out this should be limited, ideally 2-3 months, not a continuing monthly outlay.
	NB - It's an innovative project for which we could almost certainly get grant assistance if necessary if we decide to take it further and need significant funding, as we did with the tenements project – e.g. Sestran or Cycling Scotland or SCSP cash (via Ed Council) .


K. COMPETITION 2015

	'My Favourite Ride' competition again (previously 2005). 
	As previously, “Why it is my favourite ride” would be a top criterion in judging – even more so than the ride itself.  Hepefully the description will also make others want to try the route.
	Tim interested in doing another follow-up booklet, to be used in conjunction with spokes maps.
	After feedback from Tim, decided judging would be on the basis of a single form, e.g. pdf, doc or on paper [and photos/ sketch if wanted] as last time.  Many people now describe rides online via strava, googlemaps, etc, but this makes comparison between entries difficult.  Entries may include such links, and may be used to help us be clear on the route itself if necessary.
	Entry form now agreed.   Photo still needed (must be in Edinburgh or Lothians).
	PRIZES [with person who is to ask for them]
	Mies – Bike Coop; Camera Obscura; Kalpna; Reiss Hair
	Mies - Peters Yard - Must  get voucher to avoid the problems of last year
	Dave – ScotRail										written
	Judy – Sustrans maps									YES
	Rosie - Cameo
	Rosie - FilmHouse
	Rosie - BikeTrax – NB Robin Williamson (owner) offered last year but was too late

	Dave to send draft entry form to Rosie to show to potential prize donors

L. MAY BIKE COUNT

	Barbara is organising for Tues 12 May [should just be in time for Bulletin]


M. POSSIBLE RESEARCH PROJECTS
	Possible research projects [details in 6.11.13 notes] – census ideas; valuation of cyclist time;  identification of traffic offences


